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IDS@FutureSOC: An IDS Correlation Platform using InMemory and
MultiCore
Background
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been widely deployed in practice for detecting
malicious behavior on network communication and hosts. False‐positive alerts are a popular
existing problem for most of IDS approaches. The solution to address this problem is
correlation and clustering of alerts. To meet the practical requirements, this process needs
to be finished as fast as possible, which is a challenging task as the amount of alerts
produced in large scale deployments of distributed IDS is significantly high, due to the
deployment of IDS sensors in Cloud computing and open network designs (e.g., SOA). We
propose the utilization of memory‐optimized algorithms and In‐memory databases for
correlation and clustering. Different types of correlation modules can be integrated and
compared on the platform prototype, which can make use of both paradigms: multi‐core
and In‐memory.

Description
We believe that research in the area of IDS and network security as application for multi‐
core and In‐memory based platforms can provide new paradigms for conducting security.
Correlation and clustering is currently only done in a limited way using filtered data sets.
Using the multi‐core and In‐memory platforms, it is possible to do correlation and clustering
on an unfiltered data set. Thus, it might not be necessary to configure (e.g., exclude certain
detection rules) the IDS sensor anymore, as the correlation and clustering can do meaningful
reasoning on all alerts in a short time. Furthermore, we expect correlation and clustering
services offered in the Cloud. A flexible and extensible correlation platform can provide the
foundation work for a new paradigm in security.
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